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“A live beaver is more valuable to mankind than a dead one.”
--- Enos Mills (1913)

“Beaver are not just a natural part of the riparian landscape,
they are the architects of the system. If we refined the word
“nuisance” to a more tolerable level, then the costs of dealing
with nuisance beaver would quickly drop. Given the flexibility of
beaver behavior, perhaps we would be better to manage human
activity, to use preventative measures to avoid problems with
beavers and to reap the benefits of living with beavers.”
---B.A. Schulte and D. Muller-Schwarze (1999)
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Introduction

In 1996, a majority (64 percent)
of Massachusetts’s citizens voted
to restrict the use of certain traps
to capture wildlife for recreation.1
The passage of the ballot initiative
known as “Question One” sparked
a controversy over wildlife
trapping in Massachusetts that
continues today. The state wildlife
agency (now called MassWildlife,
then called the Division of
Fisheries and Wildlife) claims that
its “hands were tied” by the
passage of this initiative,2 even
though Massachusetts law
continues to permit humane traps
as well as allow the use of lethal
traps when public health or safety
is threatened or when alternatives
have been tried for 15 days and
proven unsuccessful.
MassWildlife actively supports
Question One’s repeal,3 joining
with commercial and recreational
trappers and pro-trapping groups
to argue that without the
“necessary tools” restricted by the
initiative, wildlife populations
cannot be managed.4 Animal
protection and environmental
advocates applauded Question
One’s passage, and continue to
assert that the traps it restricts
inflict unacceptable pain and
suffering on animals. These
groups have also argued that

wildlife populations were not being
managed through trapping efforts
prior to the referendum passing in
1996, and advocate for the use of
proven non-lethal approaches in
resolving human-beaver conflicts.5

The agency has appeared to focus its
resources more on renouncing the
restrictions than helping the people of
Massachusetts resolve conflicts with
beaver.

After nearly a decade, the
controversy continues. In fact, the
issue has moved to the national
discourse as part of a broader
debate,6 with the entire field of
wildlife management experiencing
significant change as many of its
basic premises are being
challenged and reexamined.
Serious questions are increasingly
raised regarding the efficacy of
recreational trapping in wildlife
population control and conflict
resolution, and much greater
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emphasis is now being placed on
humaneness as an important
principle in guiding human-wildlife
interactions.
The people of Massachusetts
overwhelmingly affirmed in 1996
that humane standards and
concern for the welfare of wild
animals -- even problem-causing
animals -- were of paramount
import. As a public agency,
MassWildlife has pledged to follow
the law and serve the public
interest, while at the same time
showing no hesitation in
proclaiming its position that it
cannot manage wildlife problems
under that law.7 Advocates feel
MassWildlife should have
responded to the electorate’s
wishes and worked to produce a
conflict resolution program that
better benefited and assisted the
people of Massachusetts. Instead,
the agency seems to have
withdrawn into a defense of
traditional wildlife management
concepts and tactics that include
actively advising homeowners to

contact their legislators to
overturn the trapping restrictions.
Through both direct and oblique
arguments, MassWildlife claims a
beaver population beyond control
in Massachusetts, and consequent
increases in human-beaver
conflicts that are directly
attributable to the restrictions on
trapping. The agency has
appeared to focus its resources
more on renouncing the
restrictions than helping the
people of Massachusetts resolve
conflicts with beaver.
The animal welfare community’s
position is no secret: MassWildlife
must move past recalcitrance to
provide better public service,
embrace a more positive approach
to solving wildlife conflicts, listen
to and include the opposing views
on the issues, educate itself as to
the wide range of options that
exist and demonstrate real
leadership by seeking long-term,
economical, environmentally
responsible and humane solutions
to human-beaver conflicts.
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How many beaver are there in Massachusetts?

The message that is heard most
often by the public in Massachusetts
is that the beaver population has
“ballooned” or “exploded” as a
result of the trapping “ban.”8 With
the beaver population “spiraling out
of control”9 it would seem that crisis
is imminent. Is this just rhetoric or
is it true?
Comment: Information quoted to
the press and elsewhere on the size
of the beaver population in
Massachusetts reveals numbers so
widely varied as to call into question
the validity of both census
procedures as well as subsequent
estimations of population size.
The state has used fall and winter
ground and aerial surveys to
estimate beaver numbers since
1994 and provides estimates of the
overall population size and density
(number of beaver per square
mile), albeit with significant
information gaps in recent years
(see Appendix I). Beaver surveys
typically document several
indicators of the animal’s presence,
with winter food caches probably
the most reliable evidence of colony
presence.10 To be statistically valid,
survey techniques must be
consistent and systematic through
time. Unfortunately, the state has
not made its survey protocol

information available to the public,
so validity cannot be confirmed.

Information quoted to the press
and elsewhere on the size of the
beaver population in
Massachusetts reveals numbers so
widely varied as to call into
question the validity of both
census procedures as well as
subsequent estimations of
population size.

Any estimation of a wildlife
population will include an inherent
degree of uncertainty that biologists
usually address by providing a
calculated error figure for the size
estimate or by calculating ranges
around which the population
average could be spread based on
statistical confidence – again
something the state has not
provided when describing any of its
population estimates.11 To further
complicate matters, the state
reports the “density” of beaver as a
function of area occupied in square
miles, where almost all other
research on the species speaks to
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the number of colonies per linear
mile or kilometer of streams.12 This
makes it difficult to compare data

from the Massachusetts beaver
population with that from other
areas.

Is the beaver population growing unchecked?

Closely associated with the question
of how many beaver there are in
Massachusetts is the question of
how fast the population is growing.
In its publications, MassWildlife
utilizes a chart (right) modeling the
theoretical growth of a beaver
population from two founding
members to a population of 608
descendants after a ten-year
period.13 Can this sort of population
growth occur in nature?
Comment: Claims in the press
about beaver populations “spiraling
out of control” may be due entirely
to misinterpretation of this chart.14
Real wildlife populations, of course,
are subject to mortality due to
causes such as resource (e.g. food
and shelter) limitation, predation,
disease, accidents and various kinds
of human-caused mortality.
Mortality in wildlife populations is
often quite high, especially among
immature animals. The parameters
of the Massachusetts model are not
well explained, and the critical
reader will correctly question why
other models produce dramatically
different estimates.15

Claims in the press about beaver
populations “spiraling out of control”
may be due entirely to misinterpretation
of this chart.

The beaver population in
Massachusetts has been studied
enough that specific demographic
information on natality and
mortality exists16, which, together
with other known aspects of the
population does allow sophisticated
modeling of population growth. The
most comprehensive model
published to date found both colony
numbers and population size
stabilizing after dynamic periods of
growth.17
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Will the population keep growing?

Consistent with the theme of
population explosion, and
undoubtedly of great concern to the
general public, is the implication
that the growth of the beaver
population will continue unabated.18
Is this likely to happen?
Comment: One of the best longterm data sets in the world on a
beaver population comes from
Massachusetts. The Metropolitan
District Commission (MDC) has
supported surveys of the beaver
population on the Quabbin
Reservoir in western Massachusetts
since the late 1960s, and a number
of peer-reviewed publications
address the population there.19
Significantly, this beaver population
was not trapped or exploited by
humans during the period of these
studies. The data from the Quabbin
indicate that the beaver population
grew slowly at first, then rapidly to
a peak from which it declined and
stabilized at around 23-25 percent
of its former peak.20 This pattern is
validated by studies of other beaver
populations that reveal similar
trends.21 However, this data is not
factored into any of the state’s
projections or referenced in its
discussions concerning the beaver
population in Massachusetts.

Recreational trapping, by not allowing
populations to go past peak growth,
could very well create conditions in
which beaver populations might never
reach equilibrium.

The bulk of available evidence
suggests that beaver populations
are largely regulated by natural
mortality and limits on population
growth that presumably are due to
resource limitations. Initially, when
resources are abundant, there is a
rapid population growth that is
followed by decline when resources
become much more limited.
As needed food and building
material does not rapidly become
reestablished, beaver numbers
remain at below peak levels and
fluctuate around an equilibrium
point.
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Recreational trapping, by not
allowing populations to go past
peak growth and a point where,
presumably, resource limitation
causes population decline, could
very well create conditions in which
beaver populations might never
reach equilibrium and therefore
may be higher than non-exploited
populations that have stabilized.

Further, there is data to suggest
that trapped populations show
higher fecundity (number of
births).22 These factors suggest that
trapping, beyond the obvious issues
associated with the suffering it
causes, is not the practical,
necessary or expedient approach to
resolving human-beaver conflicts
some claim it to be.

Don’t more beaver cause more damage?

Human-beaver conflicts lie at the
heart of the controversy over
Question One. MassWildlife is on
record as stating “The number of
complaints and the amount of
damage caused by beaver in the
state is directly related to the size
of the beaver populations.”23 Is this
true, or is the issue more complex?
Comment: Beaver “damage” can
be defined as anything these
animals do that conflicts with
human interests or values. The
term “impact” may be used more
broadly to describe beaverenvironment interactions to which
humans do not necessarily ascribe
negative value. Damage can then
be highly relative and subjective,
especially when people see any
change in an environment they

have grown accustomed to as
negative.

Mitigation strategies such as water
flow devices offer long-term
engineering solutions to controlling
undesirable flood events.

All impacts caused by beaver are
limited to discrete areas. Beaver do
not forage more than a few hundred
yards away from water and they are
most notably present along streams
of a certain size and gradient.
Unlike deer, who move throughout
and utilize a variety of habitats,
beaver need to be close to water,
both for escape cover as well as to
accommodate feeding needs.
Within the limited area of impact,
beaver forage for the plants they
eat, mostly woody growth at or
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near streams and ponds. Once the
initial impact has occurred and the
nature of the vegetation in the area
changed, the “damage” will be over.
Some trees, such as aspen and
willow, will re-sprout from downed
trunks, and shrubby growth that is
harvested by beaver on a
sustainable basis will come to
characterize a beaver-inhabited
site. Such growth can have
considerable value in providing
habitat and resources for other
wildlife, such as nesting songbirds.24
Often, beaver will leave an area
after food resources are depleted
and the site will not be recolonized
for some period of time, until
suitable vegetation reappears.
What looks like “damage” in the
first stages of return is actually just
an adjustment of the vegetation
around streams and lakes to the
presence of beaver after a long
period of absence – and it is
arguably a return to a condition that
occurred for many millennia prior to
the removal of beaver by humans.
Because they depend on proximity
to water, damage from water
impounded by beaver is essentially
restricted to floodplains. There are
many reasons why humans should
avoid building in such areas, as we
are learning after considerable
expense and inconvenience.

While we cannot set clocks back to
a time when we could have avoided
occupying such areas, mitigation
strategies such as water flow
devices offer long-term engineering
solutions to controlling undesirable
flood events. Beaver are dependent
on available woody materials for
building their structures as well as
for food; as beaver remove these
materials and reshape the plant
communities along waterways, the
ability of these areas to sustain
beaver colonies will undoubtedly
change.
Modern conflict resolution strategies
now aim to mitigate wildlife damage
by directing efforts at (1) the
animals directly causing the
problem and (2) the precise place
and time where problems are being
caused.25 The most progressive
and contemporary approaches to
resolving human-beaver conflicts in
Massachusetts are those that focus
on “conflict points,” which are the
discrete locations and contexts
where beaver problems arise, such
as at road culverts.26 There is an
obvious logic and economy to this
approach that also allows beaver
populations to be preserved
wherever they do not cause
irresolvable conflicts.
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Is trapping necessary?

The state claims that human-beaver
conflicts are best resolved by the
use of traditional trapping – i.e., the
recreational and commercial taking
of animals to reduce populations at
little obvious cost to the public.27
This claim rests in large part on the
assumption that trapping can
remove more animals from the
beaver population than will
subsequently be born or immigrate
into it. But is recreational trapping
the best answer to solving humanbeaver conflicts? What are the pros
and cons of the alternatives?
Comment: The literature strongly
suggests that unexploited (nontrapped) beaver populations
stabilize after passing through peak
growth periods followed by sharp
declines.28 Until the beaver
population stabilizes with respect to
the available habitat and forage, it
will continue along its growth curve,
replacing animals trapped or killed
so long as conditions remain
appropriate. MassWildlife claims
that recreational trapping controlled
beaver numbers in Massachusetts
prior to the passage of Question
One. However, their own data does
not support this claim. According to
MassWildlife’s data, the population
grew from around 12,000 animals
in 1993 to as many as 22,635 in
1994, at a time when trapping was

unrestricted. Recreational trapping
did not manage the beaver
population prior to the passage of
Question One, as any close
examination of the information
provided by MassWildlife will reveal.
Further, the use of recreational
trappers to help resolve humanbeaver conflicts carries with it a
number of inherent contradictions.

Recreational trappers do not typically
set their traps in the residential and
developed areas where people are
experiencing conflicts with beavers,
but instead trap beavers living in
remote areas where they are not
causing conflicts with people.

Among these, we note that the
recreational trapping season takes
place during the fall and winter,
while the majority of human-beaver
conflicts occur during the spring and
summer, coinciding with the spring
thaw and rains. Recreational
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trappers also do not typically set
their traps in the residential and
developed areas where people are
experiencing conflicts with beavers,
but instead trap beavers living in
remote areas where they are not
causing conflicts with people.

Finally, even trapping specific
beavers that are causing a problem
will only be a temporary solution
because removing animals from
good habitat only makes that
habitat available to others.

Do flow devices work?

MassWildlife asserts that only a tiny
fraction (usually less than 10
percent) of the problems caused by
beaver in Massachusetts can
actually be solved with a water level
control device.29 Given the
authority of the agency and
expertise the public concedes it as a
matter of course, this would seem
to end any debate about whether or
not alternatives to trapping exist.
Do flow devices work or not?
Comment: It is possible that
devices installed by the state only
worked 10 percent of the time, but
others who have installed flow
devices in Massachusetts have
found them working 97 percent of
the time in all locations.30 One key
to ensuring that water flow devices
are employed effectively is an
experienced installer. The ability to
“read” a conflict site and apply the
appropriate technology is a skill that
may take some time to acquire.31

MassWildlife asserts that only a tiny
fraction (usually less than 10 percent)
of the problems caused by beaver in
Massachusetts can actually be solved
with a water level control device, but
others who have installed flow devices
in Massachusetts have found them
working 97 percent of the time in all
locations.

The best contemporary information
on the different management
approaches in Massachusetts comes
from a private contractor, Michael
Callahan of Beaver Solutions,
Southampton, Massachusetts, who
has been installing flow devices
since 1998.32 Callahan and his
business partners treated a total of
482 sites between November 1998
and February 2005. Of these, 413
(86 percent) were flow device
installations, while trapping was
chosen for the remaining 69 sites.
The flow devices tested were in
place for an average of more than 3
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½ years, with some in service for
more than six. In all a total of
more than 1,200 “device-years”
were evaluated. An early fence
(deceiver) design was abandoned
because of high failure rate, leaving
a 97 percent success rate with
subsequent designs at 227 sites
where culverts were protected.
Where piping (leveler) systems
were installed, 135 of 156 sites
were treated for a success rate of
87 percent.
Trapping occurred for a variety of
reasons, including that a site

contained multiple conflict points or
the landowner did not want beaver
present. The results of trapping
were not monitored in 18 of the 69
sites where it was the management
option, but for the remainder was
deemed to be a failure 84 percent
of the time, as measured by the
return of beaver after one (5
percent), two (67 percent) or three
(12 percent) years. The data
strongly suggest that the very low
success rates experienced by state
biologists from use of flow devices
depended more on design failure
than on other factors.

Are flow devices too expensive?

The state argues that flow devices
are expensive and points out that
trappers will remove beaver at no
cost to state or local governments,
simply for the value of fur or the
recreational opportunity trapping
provides.33 Have the economics of
beaver control been studied and
adequately understood?
Comment: Little information exists
on the subject of economics in
trapping as opposed to other means
of control, and this remains an area
of active debate and investigation.
Turning again to the reports of
Michael Callahan, however, we can
find some useful information to

begin understanding this aspect of
beaver conflict resolution.
Callahan’s figures are annualized
along a 10-year horizon to produce
average installation and
maintenance costs of $275 for a
deceiver (culvert fence), $290 for a
deceiver and pipe system, and $200
for a pipe system alone. Material
and installation costs of these three
options average $750, $1,400, and
$1,000, which annualize to $75,
$140, and $100, leaving remaining
annualized costs to be taken up by
scheduled site visits and
maintenance. Importantly, these
estimates are based on for-profit
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business forecasts for installation
and maintenance services. Much of
work traditionally done on beaver
sites is by local highway crews, or
even volunteers, for whom such
costs would be calculated without a
profit margin.

“…the flow devices are a very costeffective way for towns to deal with
beavers.”
- Animal Inspector, Templeton,
Massachusetts

Many of the costs associated with
traditional approaches to managing
beaver conflicts remain
uncalculated. One traditional
approach to dealing with road

flooding in many communities has
been to use heavy equipment and
road crews to clear culverts –
something that might have to be
done several times a year. The
costs of such maintenance are
difficult to itemize, since both crews
and equipment are part of a
community’s public utilities team. 34
The destruction of beaver dams and
lodges will invariably incite
rebuilding efforts by resident
beaver, or, when these are
removed, immigrants attracted to
available habitat. Here, the “costs”
in damage to standing trees may be
greatly exacerbated since old
building materials are seldom, if
ever, reused.
Compared to the cost of daily labor
and backhoe use for a highway
department working to keep
roadways clear, the cost of a onetime installation of a water flow
device that will need minimal (once
annually) maintenance and will be
effective for at least 10-years
appears to be highly cost-effective.
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Is trapping more cost-effective than flow devices?

The state argues that recreational
trappers, who by definition provide
their services for free, provide the
most economical approach to
resolving beaver problems. Isn’t
this the most cost-effective
solution?
Comment: While seemingly
economical, recreational trapping is
not the panacea it appears to be.
First, for a variety of reasons,
trapping is a dying industry in the
United States. It would be difficult
to imagine how reliance on such a
rapidly diminishing activity could
comprise the basis for the sort of
long-term and comprehensive
planning that is needed to create
ecologically sound beaver conflictresolution programs. Second, the
record of trapping activity in
Massachusetts provides no evidence
that recreational taking of beaver
ever did adequately “control” the
conflicts people were experiencing
with these animals.35 As mentioned
before, recreational trappers do not
trap beaver at the time of year
when the animals are necessarily
causing conflicts, nor in the places
where conflicts are most likely to be
occurring. If they were to trap for
the purpose of problem control they
would both need to be licensed and
would expect to be remunerated for
their services. For-fee trapping

services are available in
Massachusetts, and it appears at
the moment that charges for such
services vary widely – from as little
as $150 per beaver to as much as
ten times that figure.36

Billerica employs more than 40 flow
devices that, according to the
Conservation Land Use Assistant, “are
a much more sustainable and financial
way to work with the beaver.”

Many towns in Massachusetts have
turned to flow devices instead of
trapping. The town of Templeton
has five flow devices that have an
annualized cost of $163.25 prorated
over a projected 20-year lifespan.
Templeton’s Animal Inspector has
said the “the flow devices are a very
cost-effective way for towns to deal
with beavers”; “they save towns a
lot of money”; and “they are very
effective in keeping down the cost
for the DPW.”37 Chesterfield’s Public
Works Director has stated that flow
devices “save us a lot of money. I
don’t know exactly what we were
spending but a backhoe and
operator for 2 hours probably
[costs] $70 or $80 an hour.”38 And
Billerica employs more than 40 flow
devices that, according to the
Conservation Land Use Assistant,
“are a much more sustainable and
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financial way to work with the
beaver.”39
Question One not only continued to
allow lethal control of beaver in
situations where public health and
safety were threatened, its
permitting process was further
liberalized by the 2000
amendment.40 Despite this,
communities are finding that

trapping has failed to resolve their
conflicts, while proving to be
prohibitively expensive.41 This is
further illustrated in a comparison
of annualized costs from the
Callahan report with his data on
failure rate for trapping at problem
sites, which argues strongly that
flow devices are the better longterm investment.

GUIDE TO METHODS OF BEAVER MANAGEMENT*
Trapping Colony

Culvert Protective
Fence

Pond Leveler
Pipes

Initial Cost

Variable. Free to $800 per colony

Average $700

Average $900$1200

Annual
Maintenance
Cost

Variable. Free to $400 per colony

$100-$150

$50-$75

Annualized Cost

Variable. $0-$500

$200-$250

$150-175

Year-Round
Protection

No

Yes

Yes

Risk of Problem
Recurrence

High

Very Low

Low

Length of
Effectiveness

Average 1 to 2 years

Indefinite with
maintenance

Indefinite with
maintenance

Avg. # of
Interventions
per Colony

1

1

3

Permitting

Board of Health if out of trapping
season (4/16-10/31); and
anytime kill traps are used

Usually not needed

Board of
Health with
Conservation
review

Environmental
Impact

Negative

Positive

Positive

Humaneness

Variable

Yes

Yes

*Information in this chart compiled by Beaver Solutions
**Note: Sometimes these methods are used in conjunction with each other.
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Is trapping humane?
Question One was predicated in
large part on the issue of
humaneness and the argument that
both the trapping devices and the
means by which they were
employed led to unacceptable
suffering and unnecessary death in
target as well as non-target
animals. The indiscriminate nature
of traps used to kill beaver and the
risk that other animals, including
companion animals, could be
injured or killed by them resonated
strongly with the public. Has
anything about the humaneness of
trapping changed?
Comment: Although there has
been a concerted effort by the
manufacturers and users of lethal
trapping devices throughout the
world to create “more humane”
traps, there have been no
significant technological or
procedural advancements during
the past decade. There are still no
trapping devices in use today that
can guarantee that animals will not
experience distress, pain and
suffering or that non-target animals
will not be injured or killed as
well.42 It is precisely in areas where
human-beaver conflicts would be
greatest that companion animals
would also be likely to be at
greatest risk. That animals suffer in
traps is a point that any reasonable
person must be willing to concede.

The indiscriminate nature of traps used
to kill beaver and the risk that other
animals, including companion animals,
could be injured or killed by them
resonated strongly with the public.

Some specifics with respect to the
trapping of beaver are known.
Even when studied under controlled
conditions, the “ideal” performance
of the most popular model of
“Conibear” style body-gripping traps
for beaver still shows that the time
to death varies from 7 to more than
9 minutes in water sets.43 The
American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA) recognizes in its
general considerations for
euthanasia a number of factors
including the time required to
induce loss of consciousness and
the ability of a procedure to induce
loss of consciousness without
causing pain and suffering44 -circumstances that even under
controlled conditions these devices
do not meet.
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The use of body-gripping traps to
kill animals is condoned by the
AVMA only for the purpose of
scientific animal collection, with the
use of live trapping and other
methods of euthanasia preferred.
That said, the most recent AVMA
panel recognized the use of kill
traps as “controversial,” and noted
that these devices “…do not always

render a rapid or stress-free death
consistent with criteria for
euthanasia found elsewhere in this
document.”45 Massachusetts still
allows the use of the “controversial”
traps, even though it should be
recognized that they do not provide
for a humane death.

Is drowning humane?

The humaneness of drowning must
also be considered, because where
lethal traps are permitted in
Massachusetts they are typically
rigged so that animals that are not
immediately killed will submerge
with them and subsequently drown.

“The AVMA does not recognize
drowning as a humane means of
administering death to any wild or
domesticated animal…”

MassWildlife is quoted as saying
that submerged beaver do not
actually “drown,” but die as a result
of carbon dioxide narcosis similar to
the manner in which euthanized
dogs and cats die.46 This might
lead any reasonable person to

assume that drowning does not
involve animal suffering. Is this
true?
Comment: The argument that
beaver experience a form of carbon
dioxide narcosis that is called “dry”
as opposed to “wet” drowning
derived from a study whose findings
were contradicted by later, more
comprehensive analysis of available
evidence.47 The AVMA does not
recognize drowning as a humane
means of administering death to
any wild or domesticated animal
and specifically condemns the use
of drowning in companion animal
euthanasia.48 The scientific evidence
concerning drowning indicates that
this method of killing simply cannot
be argued to be humane.49
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Do environmental benefits offset the problems
beaver cause?

One point on which it seems all
involved in the controversy agree is
that beaver are a valuable and
important wildlife species that can
provide significant ecological
services and benefits to humans if
the conflicts they sometimes cause
are properly mitigated. Is this
true?

More than 20 ecological benefits have
been identified by the scientific
community, ranging from water
storage and banking to increased
movement of carbon and nitrogen
through ecosystems.

Comment: The environmental
services and benefits that beaver
provide have been well documented
in recent research on this species.50

More than 20 ecological benefits
have been identified by the
scientific community, ranging from
water storage and banking (in arid
regions, for example, water can be
made available for use by livestock
or to help suppress fires) to
increased movement of carbon and
nitrogen through ecosystems.51
MassWildlife, on its Web site, notes
this contribution: “By damming
brooks beavers expand wetlands
which provide filtration for
groundwater as well as valuable
wildlife habitat.”52
The Massachusetts Fish and Game
Board recently ruled that the
flooding of a fire road on state
wetlands was not sufficient cause
for “control” of beaver, given the
positive values associated with their
presence.53 It is as important to
consider the environmental and
ecological benefits of beaver as the
conflicts they sometimes cause, and
to weigh both benefits and costs in
any comprehensive effort aimed at
addressing conflict management.
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Conclusion

Has Question One, as MassWildlife
claims, “…severely hampered the
ability of the Division of Fisheries &
Wildlife to control and manage
beaver...”?54 Looking at the
available evidence, it seems more
the case that by failing to support
modern techniques and approaches
for wildlife conflict resolution,
MassWildlife has severely hampered
both its own and the public’s ability

to manage conflicts with beaver.
The humane purpose of Question
One is again threatened by
attempts to overturn it.55 As the
strongly expressed wish of the
people of Massachusetts it should
be retained, with positive steps
taken to adopt a progressive,
modern and effective approach to
resolving human-beaver conflicts.

Suggestions
The following are recommendations
for measures that might be helpful
in resolving some of the controversy
over Question One in the best
interests of the citizens of
Massachusetts:
Open the records. The existing
data are at best confusing in
understanding the biological and
ecological status of beaver in
Massachusetts. Without such an
understanding it is impossible to
make good management decisions.
Further, the public is exposed to
many different accounts
enumerating beaver population
size, number of complaints and
number of animals trapped, such
that it becomes difficult even for

specialists to determine what is
going on. A full, complete and
public sharing of information on
beaver in Massachusetts, and
identification of where further
knowledge concerning populations
is needed, is essential to
establishing a basis from which to
plan for managing conflicts.
Centralize the discussion. The
public has heard from opposing
sides on this issue for nearly ten
years, but it has not heard from the
scientific community. An
independent special panel of
scientists should be called to review
and address the many questions
surrounding this issue.
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APPENDIX I
Massachusetts Beaver Information, Estimates by Year
From Public Sources
These data often appear in multiple sources, but duplicate cites are not reported
here. Usually, the figures given by the state refer to the total number of
individuals in the statewide beaver population. At times, however, specific
reference is made to estimates of numbers of colonies, which is quite sometime
else. We have noted where this occurs. In these cases the total number of
animals being estimated would be anywhere from 6 to 10 times that of the figures
given, since colony sizes will generally vary around those numbers. Thus, an
estimate of 22,000 colonies would mean anywhere from 132,000 to 220,000
beaver.
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